SGA Meeting Minutes
24 September 2019
1. Homecoming
a. Date: October 14th
b. Time: 7-11 p.m.
c. Theme: Halloween
d. Homecoming Flyer: Please cut out flyers and hand them out to students. Jacob is
putting more tape on the posters.
e. Weather: Caroline and Marissa are keeping track of it. Back up plan for indoors if
needed.
f. DJ: Priscilla said we can use her speaker for inside music. If DJ is moved indoors,
DJ can be on balcony.
g. Pictures: Lindsey is taking pictures.
h. Table: Jacob is emailing out spread sheets for tabling shifts. Take candy from the
bowls around campus.
i. Decor: Cannot find fuel, so it is being bought.
j. Food: Everything is coming along.
k. Candy: Purchasing from Hy-Vee for goodie bags and tables at homecoming.
Caroline is going to talk to Mr. Scott and Audrey about candy.
l. Prizes: Three $75 visa cards, Caroline will be buying them from Hy-Vee.
m. Volunteering: Caroline is emailing all clubs about volunteering.
n. Tents: Putting out tents with lights. Put in a request to WQAD to use their.
o. Power: Need to test power and get cords ready. Testing equipment Tuesday after
SGA meeting. Curtis is reserving equipment.

p. Requesting Songs: If you want a song requested for homecoming, send them to
Marissa by the end of the week.
q. Board games: Jacob is checking out the games.

2. Casino Night
a. Goal is to get all prizes in by the end of the semester. Lindsey has the list for
Casino Night prizes.
b. If the SGA wants to do something different than Casino Night, Curtis is giving us
2 weeks to come up with another plan.
c. Dance Marathon was suggested.

3. Agenda
a. Next executive meeting, SGA needs to plan agenda for the rest of the year.

4. Communication
a. SGA executive board group hangout chat board.

